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Speak to the people of Israel and say: I am Yahweh your God.  You 
shall not do as they do in the land of Egypt, where you lived, and you 
shall not do as they do in the land of Canaan, to which I am bringing 
you.  You shall not follow their statutes.  You shall observe my 
statutes, and follow them; for I am Yahweh your God.   
 -- Lev 18:2-3 
   

Trying to identify the “major themes” of the Bible can be a treacherous 
undertaking, given the vast breadth, depth and diversity of the scriptures.  It is 
not, however, an impossible task.  Christians quite naturally look to the Jesus 
story for help, rightly believing that this story gives us clues as to what he 
considered central to his own tradition.  This is not however to embrace the 
highly problematic approach of “searching for Jesus in the Old Testament.”   
Quite the contrary: it is to search for the themes of the Hebrew Bible in the Jesus 
story.   

A literary approach prefers to look for what we might call the trajectories of 
“core narratives” rather than assembling lists of proof texts that appear to 
address certain abstract themes.  I will contend that we can identify four basic 
(and interrelated) narrative trajectories in the Hebrew scriptures, and that these 
four inform the practice and teaching of Jesus as they are portrayed in our gospel 
traditions.   The first trajectory is the narrative of the Exodus journey from slavery 
to freedom.  This represents the fundamental paradigm of biblical faith.  The 
struggle to become and remain “non-Egyptian” is then narrated through three 
additional trajectories, which represent specific contexts or spheres of 
dehumanization: 

1.  the struggle against economic stratification, or the “debt system”;  

2.   the struggle against political domination, particularly as it is 
institutionalized in centralized forms of power such as the fortified 
city-state and kingship; and 

3.   the struggle against the culture of idolatry, in which people end up 
serving the things they make. 

I believe that these are core narratives of the Bible as a whole, and thus the 
foundation of a theology of justice.  As a kind of programmatic text I propose a 
consideration of the narrative of Jesus’ inauguration into ministry, the tradition 
of his “wilderness temptations,” in which all four trajectories appear at once.   
This story is articulated most fully in the “Q-material” of Mt 4:1-11//Lk 4:1-13; I 
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will follow Luke’s version. 

 

I. "Into the wilderness for forty days":   
Jesus on a Vision Quest 

In preparation for his mission, Jesus follows a mysterious yet compelling 
calling to radical wilderness solitude.  I think we are justified in imagining Jesus' 
desert retreat as a kind of "vision quest," a tradition found among indigenous 
peoples the world over. 1  That this sojourn lasted "forty days" (Lk 4:2) is clearly 
intended to invoke Israel's forty-year wanderings in the wilderness after Egypt.  
But what exactly is the connection?  Jesus is somehow interiorizing the 
experience of his people, but not in the sense that modern religious existentialists 
understand it.  Rather, I think this story suggests that he is re-tracing the 
footsteps of Israel in order to discover where they went wrong.   This vision quest 
is a radical journey: moving beyond a diagnosis of symptoms to the root-causes of 
the historical crisis of his people.  To begin this formidable task he must return to 
the national "myth of origins”: the Exodus wilderness.  So it is there Jesus, "in the 
spirit world," must journey. 

Israel's distinctive identity commenced when they were sprung by Yahweh 
from Pharaoh’s imperial straight jacket: "I will bring My people out of Egypt" (Ex 
3:10).  Similarly, in the gospel story Jesus' distinctive identity has just been 
confirmed at his wilderness baptism by John: "You are My child, the Beloved" (Lk 
3:22).  Now Jesus, like his ancestors, must struggle in the wilderness to discover 
what this vocation means.  The temptations are a fundamental test of this 
identity.  "If you are the child of God..." taunts the Devil in refrain (Lk 4:3,9).  This 
is the question Jesus must answer: Are my people still interpreted by Yahweh's 
liberation narrative?  Satan's vocation is to lure us into the other narratives 
which compete with the biblical one for our allegiance.  The stories of  Herod and 
Caesar, of the National Security Council and the six o'clock news, of Madison 
Avenue and Hollywood, are seductive indeed.  They sing of prosperity, power, and 
prestige — but deliver captivity.  Jesus can only resist them by staying rooted in 
the old narrative.  Thus his counter-refrain is "It is written..." (Lk 4:4,8,12).  

The fact that the Jesus story begins in the wilderness, like that of Israel, 
suggests that the early church rightly understood that the preeminent core 
narrative of scripture was the liberation from Egypt.  Literally hundreds of times 
in the Hebrew Bible the community is exhorted to re-member the Exodus journey.  
The God of Israel is known not so much as Creator as the One “who brought you 

                                                        
1
  The vision quest is a ritual passage, somewhere between what Joseph Campbell calls the "initiation ceremony" and 

the "hero-journey."  Christopher Vecsey characterizes it as a shamanic journey with the help of guardian spirits to the 

land of the dead in order to restore the lost or stolen or diseased souls out of love for the community .  This tradition 

survives still among many land-based tribal peoples.  Aboriginal Australians, for example, refer to it as "renewing of 

the Dreaming";  the Sioux call it hanblechia, vision-seeking.  The vision quest is both a very real exterior adventure 

beyond the margins of society and an interior passage of cleansing.  Yet the journey to the "spirit world" is also a 

sojourn through mythic time to encounter the identity, story and destiny of one's self and one's people. 
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up out of Egypt” (some 25 times in Deuteronomy alone).  The rest of the biblical 
tradition is simply midrash on this story of liberation, reflecting the ongoing 
struggle of Israel to remain “non-Egyptian” (Lev 18:2-3).   In the words of the 
Deuteronomist:  “You must never go back there again” (Dt 17:16).  

The gospels re-narrate this journey as the “Way” of discipleship – which 
begins with Jesus’ vision quest in the wilderness.   The temptation narrative then 
proceeds to name the three central characteristics of the “Egyptian” way of life as 
archetypal temptations.  Interestingly,  Luke’s three temptations correspond, in 
reverse order, to the first three petitions of his Lord's prayer (see Lk 11:1-4).   I 
will point out that these three petitions articulate how the disciple should resist 
the temptations.  I  will also note briefly how Jesus re-enacts these same three 
exhortations in the course of his ministry. 

 

II. "Give us enough bread for today":   
The Economics of Debt vs. Redistribution 

Jesus stands, in the mythic moment of vision quest, at the point of Israel's 
origins: surrounded by nothing but the barren rock of the desert.  Like his 
ancestors, he hungers (Lk 4:3).  To be in Exodus means to face the harsh realities 
of life outside the imperial system.  This is the first test of character, and in the 
Story Israel did not find it tolerable: 

The whole Israelite community grumbled against Moses and 
Aaron..."Would that we had died at the Lord's hand in the land of 
Egypt, as we sat by our fleshpots and ate our fill of bread!  But you 
have led us into this desert to die of famine!"  (Ex 16:2-3) 

But the God who leads from slavery also offers sustenance: Israel receives the gift 
of manna.  This is, however, a “test” to see if Israel will follow instructions on how 
to realize Yahweh's "alternative economy" (Ex 16:4).  The principle of the manna is 
that every family should gather just enough bread for their needs; this is why it 
could not be stored up.  No one was to live in surplus, no one in deficit (Ex 16:12-
20).  
  

This story served as an archetypal reminder that the purpose of economic 
organization was to guarantee enough for everyone, not for accumulation by the 
few.  The word “Sabbath” first appears here in the Bible (16:23).  Torah’s Sabbath 
regulations sought to teach the people about their dependence upon the land and 
upon the “divine economy of grace.”  Because the earth belongs to God and its 
fruits are “free,” the people should justly distribute those fruits instead of seeking 
to own and hoard them.  Human attempts to control the forces of production are 
to be regularly interrupted by prescribed Sabbath rest (once a week and once 
every seven years) for both the land and for human labor (Ex 31:12-17; Dt 15:1-
7).   
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The Sabbath cycle was supposed to culminate in a “Jubilee” every 49th year 
(Lv 25).  This “Sabbath’s Sabbath” was intended as Israel’s hedge against the 
inevitable tendency of human societies to concentrate power and wealth in the 
hands of the few, creating hierarchical classes with the poor at the bottom.  In 
agrarian societies such as biblical Israel (or parts of the Third World today), the 
cycle of poverty began when a family had to sell off its land in order to service a 
debt, and reached its conclusion when landless peasants could only sell their 
labor, becoming bond-slaves.  The Jubilee aimed to dismantle such inequality, 
redistributing the wealth by:  

• releasing each community member from debt (Lev 25:35-42; Dt 15:1-11);  

• returning encumbered or forfeited land to its original owners (Lev 25:13,25-
28); 

• freeing slaves (Lev 25:47-55; Dt 15:12-18);  
 

The rationale for this unilateral restructuring of the community’s wealth was to 
remind Israel that the land belongs to God (Lev 25:23) and that they are an 
Exodus people who must never return to a system of slavery (25:42).   

The manna story thus seeks to teach a lesson about the way in which 
systems of slavery inevitably follow upon the concentration of wealth and social 
power.  This lesson was to be passed on in perpetuity: "Keep an omerful of manna 
for your descendants, that they may see what food I gave you to eat in the 
desert… and place it before the Covenant" (Ex 16:32,34).  But it was forgotten, 
and in the settled life of Israel in Canaan "surplus-extraction" and "capital 
accumulation" inexorably took the place of equitable distribution.  Economic 
stratification thus became a central complaint of Israel’s prophets: "The spoil of 
the poor is in your houses; what do you mean by crushing my people, by grinding 
the face of the poor?" (Is 3:14f).  The imperatives of commercial profit had eclipsed 
the principles of justice: ""We will make the ephah small and the shekel great, and 
practice deceit with false balances, buying the poor for silver and the needy for a 
pair of sandals, and selling sweepings of the wheat" (Amos 8:5f).  And fidelity to 
international markets had replaced allegiance to God's economy of reciprocity and 
grace: "I will go after my lovers; they give me my bread and my water, my wool 
and my flax, my oil and my drink" (Hosea 2:5). 

Satan's challenge to Jesus to turn stones into bread thus invokes that 
primal wilderness anxiety about sustenance, and ridicules the divine economy as 
foolishness.  Why not exploit the land for profit?  Surplus promises security.  
Jesus, however, renews the Exodus Story by making a different choice at this 
archetypal crossroads.  He counters with the first of his three citations from 
Deuteronomy, the book of re-membering,  recalling the lesson of the manna:  

God has humbled you by letting you hunger, then by feeding you 
with manna…in order to make you understand that one does not live 
by bread alone, but by every word that comes from the mouth of 
Yahweh  (Dt 8:3 = Lk 4:4). 

By re-membering the divine economy Jesus returns to the "the road not taken."   
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Jesus later reiterates the old lessons of manna and Jubilee in the two 
central petitions of the Disciples’ Prayer: "Give us enough bread for today, and 
release from debt as we release others from debt" (Lk 11:3f).  And he re-enacts the 
lessons in his feeding of the poor – which takes place, not surprisingly, in the 
wilderness (Lk 9:10-17).  There, while his disciples' cannot see past market 
constraints (9:12f), he demonstrates the economics of sharing and justice: "And 
all ate and were satisfied" (9:17). 

 

III.  "May Your sovereignty be realized!"   
The Politics of Domination vs. Decentralization 

The second temptation both escalates the conflict and retraces the next 
stage in the journey of Israel.  Satan parades "all the kingdoms of the world" 
before Jesus, and offers to grant him jurisdiction over them – as a vassal, of 
course (Lk 4:5-7).  The narrative here is very matter of fact in its analysis.  First, 
the notion that a pantheon of principalities could be viewed "in a moment" 
suggests that all forms of centralized political hegemony are essentially the same: 
seen one, seen 'em all.  Second, there is no question but that they are all 
administered under the authority of the Prince of Death himself.  He can "deliver 
them to whom he wishes" indeed!  Would that our churches could maintain such 
a clear perspective on the State!   

Israel faced this crossroads in the Story, too, and turned back to Egypt.  We 
find the first “temptation” to kingship in the story of Gideon, the hero of the 
Israelite confederacy’s liberation struggle in Palestine.  The people want to make 
him king, but he refuses, insisting that Yahweh is Israel’s king (Jdg 8:22f).  This 
is followed by the warning tale of Abimelech's murderous grab for power, which is 
denounced in Jotham’s wry parable about the olive, fig and vine who each refuse 
to abandon their productive tasks to become "king" (Jdg 9:1-21).   

The second fateful turning point is narrated poignantly in I Samuel 8.  The 
community of Israel, now settled in Palestine, again gathers in complaint, this 
time demanding "a king to govern us" (8:5). The elder Samuel, representing the 
old wilderness federation of the Judges (Jd 21:25), warns of the dire 
consequences of such a political project.  It will mean the construction of a 
military machine and compulsory conscription (8:11-13), State expropriation 
through eminent domain and oppressive taxation (8:14-18).  But Israel was losing 
its vision of "holiness"--that is, its distinct identity.  "No!  We are determined to 
have a king over us so that we also may be like other nations" (8:19).  Sure 
enough the house of David would soon establish oppressive hegemony 
throughout Palestine, making Israel indistinguishable from the other regional 
powers.  The concentration of wealth necessitates the centralization of power.  

But this drift, too, was contested in the Story.  Jacques Ellul points out in 
Anarchy and Christianity that Hebrew court historians, defying the conventions of 
antiquity, systematically reproached rather than eulogized the "great" kings of 
Israel.  The prophets too were severe critics of royal acts.  Ellul concludes that the 
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Hebrew scriptures "ascribed no value to the state, to political authority, or to the 
organization of that authority." 

Jesus again makes a different choice.  He identifies the issue as one of 
"service" and the sole sovereignty of Yahweh (Dt 6:13 = Lk 4:8).  This time the 
exhortation is taken from the heart of Moses' sermon on re-membering, the 
Shema (Dt 6:4ff).  He then reiterates it in the second petition of the Prayer: "May 
Your sovereignty be realized."  To pray this is to de-legitimize every alternative 
sovereignty.  Otherwise would we not simply have been instructed to ask God's 
protection over the king-of-the-moment?  Jesus re-enacts this core narrative in a 
variety of ways: in his proclamation of the “kingdom of God” (Lk 4:43; 10:9); in his 
delegitimation of the dynasty of David (20:41-44) and Solomon (11:31; 12:27), not 
to mention of Herod (13:32); by his invocation of the old tribal confederacy 
(6:13ff); and by subverting the conventional expectations of political leadership in 
his own messianic practice, all the way to the cross (19:38; 23:1-3).   The first 
century authorities understood perfectly the implications of Yahweh's exclusive 
sovereignty; it is we who have forgotten.  

 

 

IV.  "May Your name remain holy!"  
 The Culture of Idolatry vs. Non-Objectification 

 

What an extraordinary preface to the third and final test of character: "And 
then the Devil transported Jesus to Jerusalem, and set him on the pinnacle of the 
Temple" (Lk 4:9).  Satan with Jesus in tow.  Satan with access to the Holiest 
place.  Satan quoting scripture.  It ought to give us pause about every religious 
claim to represent God.   

Satan knows that behind every political economy is a theology, so he turns 
the tables and thumps the Bible.  But he chooses his text carefully: Psalm 91:11f.  
A powerful statement of God's protection of those who "abide," this psalm is all 
too easily misunderstood.  When read through the hermeneutics of power and 
privilege the psalm becomes a tune of entitlement, a hymn to invulnerability, and 
finally an ode to empire.  We know how "A Mighty Fortress is Our God" (Ps 91:2) 
can become a song of the Reich -- and thus truly what Phyllis Trible calls a "text 
of terror."  And indeed it did, in imperial Israel, and every Christian empire since.  
This is the ultimate form of idolatry: identifying God's name with our historical 
projects. 

The struggle of Israel against idolatry began with resistance to the cultic 
sites of the ancient Canaanite/Egyptian tributary system, sites that functioned to 
secure political loyalty and to facilitate collection of agricultural taxes. A vivid 
expression of Israel's repudiation of Canaanite shrines is found again in the story 
of Gideon (Jdg 6).  The narrator sets the scene with an Egypt-like description of 
Israel's oppression by the Midianites (vv 1-10).  This is followed by the Moses-like 
commissioning of a skeptical Gideon to rehabilitate Israel's struggle for liberation 
(vv 12-14).  Gideon is introduced as someone already involved in resistance to the 
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Midianites, covertly harvesting his crop so it won't be confiscated (v 11; see v 4).  

After his encounter with the angel, Gideon sacrifices to Yahweh on an 
"unauthorized altar” (vv 11-24).  He then pulls down the altar of Baal, further 
escalating the conflict, making another insurgent offering to Yahweh on that site 
(vv 26f).  Gideon is accused of sabotage by the local people, who fear retaliation by 
their Canaanite overlords.  But he is defended by Joash, who echoes the classic 
Israelite taunt to idol-systems: "If Baal is god let him contend for himself" (vv 28-
31).  The episode ends with Gideon (whose name in Hebrew means "to cut down") 
assuming that taunt as his revolutionary moniker: Jerubbabel means "Let Baal 
sue" (v 32)!  It is hardly surprising that Midianite retaliation comes immediately (v 
33), which in turn commences the narrative of the popular insurrection under 
Gideon's leadership (vv 34ff).  

But Israel eventually succumbed to the seductive culture of idolotary.  The 
mobile, non-institutionalized cultic shrine known as the “ark of the covenant” (see 
Ex 25) disappears under the currents of rising economic and political domination, 
which culminate in the construction of the centralized Temple-State under the 
Davidic dynasty (see 2 Sam 6-7).  Originally envisioned as a storehouse for 
redistribution of the community's surplus, the "house of God" became the 
reification of imperial Israel's power and privilege.  Instead of a place where 
sacrifices were offered on behalf of the people, it became a place where the people 
were offered in sacrifice to the state.  Again, therefore, the prophets railed:  

Do not trust in these deceptive words: "This is the Temple of the 
Lord..."  Has this house, which is called by my name, become a den 
of robbery?  ...Therefore I will do to the house that is called by my 
name, in which you trust...just what I did to Shiloh. (Jer 7:4,11,14). 

Jesus will re-member these very words. 

What Jesus confronts in this last temptation, then,  is the theology of 
entitlement: God is on our side.  We will prevail "though a thousand fall at your 
side" (91:7, a favorite verse of military chaplains).   Or, as George Bush said 
during the Gulf War, "Our cause is right, our cause is just."  Waving Psalm 91 in 
front of Jesus' nose, the Devil urges him to "take the fall" for empire.  And what a 
vantage point Satan offers: the rooftop of the great Second Temple of Herod, above 
the gleaming capital city of Jerusalem, the center of Israel's universe!  It is of 
course a symbolic perch, the highest place in the "dwelling place of the Most 
High" (Ps 91:9).  In other words, we are now at the heart of the historical project 
in question.   

One final time Jesus clings to the Deuteronomist: "You shall not test the 
Lord, as you did at Massah" (Lk 4:12 = Dt 6:16).  The argument comes full circle, 
for at Massah ("place of testing") wilderness Israel again despaired of sustenance 
and pined for Egypt (see Ex 17:7).  Jesus has again chosen the "road less 
traveled": the radical Yahwist principle of non-identity, the hedge against every 
legitimization of domination.  The "I am who I am" is no empire's patron, but the 
animator of the only true historical project: human liberation (Ex 3:14).   
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It is no accident that this is the leading petition of the Disciples’ Prayer: 
“May your Name be held holy” (Lk 11:2).  If we do not objectify God’s name, we 
will be able to resist our tendency to objectify our own humanity.  If we do not, we 
will end up absolutizing our institutions and worshipping our commodities.  To 
dramatize the point Jesus culminates his public ministry by enacting Jeremiah's 
ultimatum to the Temple system, invoking the authority of the One who cannot 
be domesticated (Lk 19:45-20:8). 

 

************** 

 

Having failed to seduce Jesus, the Devil departs, seeking a more "opportune 
time" (Lk 4:13).  The word here, remarkably, is kairos -- Luke's pointed reminder 
that the moment of choice for the Way of discipleship always has the potential to 
be an anti-moment of capitulation to Egypt.  That kairos confronts us today, 
challenging us to re-member and re-enact this vision-quest, to examine the 
choices of our ancestors and lay bare the roots of our national pathologies.  
Indeed, the three archetypal crossroads that faced Israel and Jesus also pertain 
to our history as well.  We who are inheritors of the profoundly flawed legacy of 
“Progress” have become like the idols we worshipped: economically and politically 
dominated and dominating, children of empire.  

But the Jesus story shows that by re-narrating the basic plot-lines of the 
Story we can resist these primal temptations.  Thus the conclusion of the 
Disciples’ Prayer: "Do not bring us to the time of trial " (Lk 11:4).  Choosing 
Exodus over Progress means to summon the courage to face our dominant 
cultural pathologies, now thinly disguised in the grandiosity of  globalizing Debt 
system, and to repent -- that is, to change directions.  This invitation lies at the 
heart of a truly biblical theology of justice. 


